Startup accelerator
programs
Advance Your Startup
RocketSpace's startup accelerator programs bring together the industry's most disruptive startups
and progressive corporates to fuel cross-industry innovation and set a new standard for industry
innovation. Unlike other accelerator programs, this program is designed to be an ongoing innovation
platform that will result in a continuous stream of commercially viable solutions. Startups in the
program will have the opportunity to work hand-in-hand with the corporate collaborators in a
dedicated product validation program.

Unparalleled Benefits
Zero equity
requirements

Expand industry
knowledge

Validate your
product

Access to investment
opportunities

Unlike other programs,
equity is not required
from startups, which
allows RocketSpace to
drive a successful
program without any bias
actions in program
design.

A tailored, virtual curriculum
will be provided for each
startup cohort. This phase
may include industry
snapshots, pilot coaching,
and corporate workshops.

A product validation
phase is included to
advance corporatestartup partnerships.
Participating startups are
able to test their
technologies with
corporate collaborators.

Throughout the program,
startups will have ongoing
meetings with corporate
collaborators, be able to
pilot test solutions, and
explore partnership
opportunities.

Minimal Requirements
• Seed funded startups preferred
• Product in marketing or ready to launch
• Connection to tech cohort themes
• Some travel required

rocketspace.com

Cohort Stages
A five-year program with two six-month startup cohorts annually, each
focusing on different industry tech themes.
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What Startup Alumni Have to Say
"The interaction between corporates and startups in this program is very
valuable. You will get feedback immediately from the corporates about your
product. For us, this was the main thing that attracted us to the
RocketSpace Accelerator Program."
Nick Poels
Head of Growth, SLiCK
STARTUP IN THE LOGISTICS TECH ACCELERATOR

About RocketSpace
RocketSpace is the world's premier technology campus headquartered in the heart of San Francisco,
with expansion in London, China, and Australia in 2017. We provide tech startups and corporate
innovation professionals with a leading edge ecosystem comprising of both physical space and
services to help them bring the future to market.
RocketSpace's Corporate Innovation Services team works with some of the world's biggest
companies to bridge their innovation gap by providing them with critical startup research, incubation,
and acceleration services that turn promising ideas and concepts into scalable in-market realities.
Select corporate clients include JetBlue, Royal Bank of Scotland, Lufthansa, Airbus, IBM, Pfizer, and
Samsung.
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